According to the Organic Law 15/1999, of December 13, on Protection of
Personal Data (LOPD), applicants, volunteers and users in general, are informed
that the personal data they provide us with Through the "fast contact" form or
by other means, will be incorporated into the "volunteers" file duly registered
with the Spanish Agency for Data Protection, ownership and responsibility of
Asoc Adventure Volunteer, and whose purpose is the To be able to manage the
online booking request and all the subsequent process of management of the
program that interests you, to answer any queries and suggestions that may be
made to us, and to be able to send you commercial information about those
promotions / offers of our services. Registration of these data is mandatory; The
lack of fulfillment of the same by the applicant, user and / or volunteer or the
provision of incorrect data will make it impossible for Association Adventure
Volunteer to manage the services described correctly. To this end, and in
accordance with Royal Decree 1720/2007, of December 21, we will adopt the
appropriate security measures to the personal data that the volunteers and / or
users provide and we will put the technical means and measures To prevent loss,
misuse, alteration, unauthorized access and theft thereof.
In addition, we inform you that the curricula received through the website will be
automatically eliminated unless we begin a selection process. At this moment
they will be incorporated into a human resources file.
Regarding the publication of personal data in blogs and social networks that can
share this web, it will be possible to treat the personal data with the idea of
answering comments and improving our services. The privacy policy is the one
marked by the entities responsible for those sites. We are not responsible for the
personal information that each person may publish.
In our web and social networks we will be able to publish photos of our events
and services so that they know them better and to be able to benefit of the
promotions that we realize.
Authorization of international data transfer
In compliance with article 34. e) of the Law 15/99 on personal data protection,
by accepting these terms and conditions and our privacy policy, you expressly
accept that your data be sent to the countries where Asociación Adventure
Volunteer has collaborating entities working. In case you did not authorize us,
we could not process your request for volunteering. From our association we will
try to put all the necessary means so that its data are treated with the most
confidentiality and security being in no case responsible if these precepts were
not fulfilled. In any case, you can ask us for more information about the
treatment and destination of your data.
Any person who provides or authorizes to treat your personal data may exercise
at all times your right to access, rectify, oppose and cancel your personal data,
in accordance with what is established in the current legislation on protection of
personal data, addressing our association In writing, enclosing a copy of the
National Identity Document.
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